Statistics on enetCollect members and activities (state: Feb 2020)
In enetCollect two main communication channels are used to exchange information and actively build the
network: the enetCollect-all mailing list, and the ILIAS intranet.
In addition, the enetCollect website (https://enetcollect.eurac.edu) hosts information on past and future
Action meetings as well as links to outputs including scientific publications and public dissemination
activities, related projects, and STSM reports.
The enetCollect Action was started on 07/03/2017. The statistics show values until 29/02/2020.

EnetCollect members
We have three ways of counting active members in enetCollect. First, the enetCollect-all mailing list
collects subscriptions of anybody interested in following enetCollect activities. Second, members who are
more closely involved in enetCollect, for example members who participated in meetings or STSMs are
encouraged to also subscribe to the enetCollect intranet. Finally, the MC mailing list collects those
members who belong to the Management Committee, the official body representing member countries.

Statistics related to member characteristics are based on the users registered on enetCollect’s intranet.

Website
The enetCollect website presents information and material about enetCollect’s objectives, structure,
procedures and outputs. It is a reference for enetCollect members and receives further attention by
external people who learned about the Action through enetCollect-related publications, directly through
enetCollect members, or through any other networking channel.

Communication on the enetCollect-all mailing list
The general mailing list of enetCollect is accepting subscriptions by anybody interested in following
enetCollect. It is a moderated mailinglist which is open to enetCollect-related posts that are directly
related to Action activities (e.g. calls for participation in WG meetings, calls for STSM proposals, etc.) and
enetCollect-external posts that are related to the community and research domain that enetCollect is
forming (e.g. announcements of conferences related to crowdsourcing, NLP and CALL, Human
Computation, etc., announcements of related job posts, etc.). The highest frequency of activities is
recorded from winter to spring of each year, while over summer activities are flattening.

Short Term Scientific Missions
Starting from Grant Period 1 (GP1) STSMs were fostered among Action members. Over the years the
recommendations for planning STSMs were improved that costs for single STSMs were reduced and an
overall increased number of STSMs could be funded.

Action meetings
Several Working Group meetings, hackhaton-like meetings (Crowdfest) and Annual meetings have been
organized so far. Thanks to an increasing participation, a better planning of the GP and an improved use
of funds, both the number of meeting participants as well as the number of meetings steadily increased
from a GP to the next one.

